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1. Introduction. Let GR be a real classical spanned by {gl,. gm}. Let n be the set of
group. For simplicity, we consider only the case permutations of {1,..., n}.
that Cartan subgroups of GR are connected. It is 2. A symbolic parametrization of K-orbits.
known that there is a correspondence between Let GR be a real classical Lie group with Lie
irreducible representation of GR with a given in- algebra fin, G the complexification of GR, 0 a

finitesimal character and the orbits of a flag of Cartan involution of fin. Let fin fR + PR be the
the complexification of GR on which the complex- Cartan decomposition corresponding to 0, f the
ification K of a maximal compact subgroup of Gn complexification of fR, K the analytic subgroup
operates (for example [7]). Essentially, a paramet- of G for f, and B a Borel subgroup of G.
rization of the orbits is given by Matsuki-Oshima Although we restrict ourselves to the case GR
[5]. In this paper, we will consider the case GR U(p, q) in the main body of the paper, a pre-

U(p, q) and get an algorithm which gives rep- liminary discussion holds for an arbitrary linear
resentatives of orbits for the parametrization and connected reductive Lie group Gn.
images of the moment map of the conormal bun- In this section we recall a symbolic paramet-
dies of orbits. For a closed orbit, the image is the rization of K-orbits in X.
associated variety of a representation [1]. By the Let n p + q. We realize the indefinite un-
method in this paper, we get representatives from itary group Gn U(p, q) as the group of mat-
parameters directly. The proof will appear in rices g in GL(n, C)which leave invariant the
another paper. Garfinkle gave another algorithm Hermitian from of the signature (p, q)
in [3]. By her algorithm we can also get signed xx-- +"" + x-;- x+x+ xnn,
Young diagram from a parameter of K-orbits in i.e.,
the flag variety. It remains to examine how two U(p,, q) g GL(n
algorithms agree. [

The argument in this paper can be applied ()( )}to the case GR "-Sp(p, q), etc. The concerning tg I, 0 Ip 0

results will appear elsewhere.
0 I e 0 I

We fix a Cartan involution 0 of GRNotation 1.1. Let N denote the set of posi-
tiveintegers;N= {1,2,...}. FornN, letan O.x(Ip 0 )(I 0 )n x n matrix Ei(1 <- i, j <- n) denote the mat- 0 I x

0 I
rix unit which has 1 for the (i, j)-entry and 0 Definition 2.1 (Clan) (see [5]). An indication
for other entries. Let an n-column vector e be for U(p, q) is an ordered set (Cl... cn) of n
the vector which has 1 for the i-th entry and 0 symbols satisfying the following four conditions.
for other entries. For a matrix A, let Ast be the 1. For every 1 K iK n, c is -+-, --, or an ele-
(s, t)-entry of A. Let Mat(m, n)be the set of ment of N.
m x n-matrices over C. Let I Mat(n, n) be 2. If c N, then there exists a unique j i
the identity matrix. For an A Mat(n, n) and a with c c, i.e.,
subset {i(1), i(2),..., i(m)} of {1,..., n}, we # {ilc a} 0 or 2 for any a N.
denote by A<<),<2) <m)) an m m-matrix whose 3. The difference between numbers of + and
(s, t)-entry is A<s)<t). Let #S denote cardinality in an indication (Q cn) coincides with
of the finite set S. For m vectors {gx,..., gm [g the difference of signatures of the Hermitian
Cn} (m < n) let (g,..., gm) be vector space form defining the group Gn"
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# {i[ c +} # {il c, --} --1)- q.
4. If ci > 1, then there exists some j such that

c ci 1.
We define an equivalence relation between two
indications as follows. Two indications (cl...
cn) and (dl... dn) are regarded as equivalent if
and only if there exists a permutation
m "= max{d N} such that

o.(d) if d N
ci= -+- ifd= +.

if di
for all 1 i --< n. A clan is an equivalence class
of the indications with respect to the equivalence
relation. For example, (221 + 1 --) (1 i 2 -+-
2--) as a clan. We denote the set of clans for
U(p, q)by (U(p, q)). By abuse of notation
sometimes we represent a clan " by an indication
belonging to the clan

Theorem 2.2 [5]. Clans in (U(p, q)) para-
metrize K-orbits in the flag variety X.

Definition 2.3 (Standard indication). If an in-
dication (Q... cn) of a clan satisfies the follow-
ing condition, we call it standard.

Ifc= ci= a Nfori<j, Cs= ct= bN
for s < t, and i< s, thena < b.

Obviously, every clan has a unique standard in-
dication.

Example 2.4. The set ?(U(2,2)) consists
of 21 clans:
++--,+-+-,+--+,-++-
-+-+,--++, 1 1 +-, 1 1 -+
+ 1 1-,- 1 1 +,+- 1 1,-+ 1 1
1 + 1-, 1- 1 +,+ 1- 1,- 1 + 1
1 +- 1,1-+ 1,1 1 2 2,1 2 1 2
1221

Here (W-+----), for example, is denoted by
-I- -+- --, for simplicity.

3. Representatives of K-orbits in X. In
this section we will give an element g G such
that the flag x gB corresponds to a clan.

Notation 3.1. Let V+ and V_ be a p and
q-dimensional vector subspaces of Cn

spanned
by {e,..., ep} and {ep+,..., en} respectively.

Definition 3.2 (Signed elan). A signed clan
of a clan T (Q... cn) is an ordered set (dl
dn) of n symbols +, --, a+ and a_ for some a
N satisfying the following two conditions.
1. If c : +, then d---+-. If c =--, then

2. If c c a for some a N, then (d,

d) (a+, a_) or (a_, a+).
Example 3.3. There are four signed clans

for (1122)
(1+ 1_ 2+ 2_), (1+ 1_ 2_ 2+),

(1_ 1+ 2+ 2_), and (1_ 1+ 2_ 2+).
Definition 3.4. For a signed clan 6 (d...

d,,), we say a signature of d is plus if d -+- or

a+, minus if dt or a_.

Definition 3.5. For a signed clan 6 (d...
dn), we have three maps o.+, o._, and o. such that

a+(i) a+(6, i) := # {s I,s <- i
and the signature of d is plus},

a_(i) a_(, i) := # {sis i
and the signature of ds is minus } + p,

a(i) a(, i):=
o.+(i) if the signature of d is plus,
a_(i) if the signature of d is minus.

for 1 <: <: n.
Example 8.6. For a signed elan (+ 1+ +

2_1_ 2+), we have

(12345678)a+-- 11233334

(12345678)a-= 45556788
,and

(12345678)a
15236784

for a signed clan (+ 1+ +2+1_-- 2_), we
have

12345678)a+ 1123,4444

(12345678)a_--
45555.678

,and

(12345678)a
15234678

by Definition 3.5. Here a
i i

means

o’(1) i, o’(2) i, and so on.
We give representatives for clans.

Theorem 3.7. For r ? ( U(P, q) )
signed clan (d dn) of ’, the
g() (gl g2 gn) is a representative
Here g V are column vectors defined as follows.

Ifc= +, theng=
If c a+, cy a_, then
1 1

g (ea,) + ea,>) and g

Definition 3.8. We define a function
(U(p, q)) to g:
l(r) 22,.,,<("- i- # {a NI c c, a

for s < i < t < j}).

and a
matrix

of .
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Proposition 3.9. For 9" fg (U(p, q)), we can
give the dimension and codimension of the orbit

Qr Kg(i)B
1

dim Vr 1(7) + (P(P 1) + q(q 1)),

codimQr=pq- l(
4. Images of the moment map. In this sec-

tion we give the image of the moment map of a fi-
ber of the conormal bundle of the K-orbit for
each clan.

By identifying the dual 1 of 1 by means of
a nondegenerate symmetric invariant bilinear
form on t, the image of the moment map which is

$
a subspace of t is identified with a vector sub-
space of .

Let 7" (Cl... cn) be an element of cg(U(p, q)).
Fix a signed clan 6 of 7". The matrix g(g3) is the
representative given in Theorem 3.7. We will
describe an algorithm to obtain the image
g()b’g() -1 f’l p of the moment map of a fiber
at g(6) of the conormal bundle of Qr Kg(()B.
Here b

+/-
is a subalgebra of that is orthogonal to

b"
b" {b 1 I/(b, b’) 0 for all b’ b},

where fl(x, y) is trace of txy on fl"
fl(x, y) trtxy forx, y ft.

We regard a n as an element of GL(n, C)
such that a(e) ea<) for all 1 <_ < n, i.e.,

a (e<l>... e,<,>) GL(n, C).
Then q is a subgroup of K. The following
theorem gives an image of the moment map.

Theorem 4.1. For a clan " (Q... Cn)
?(U(p, q)), fix a signed clan O (dl... dn) of
’. Let representative g "= g(O) be given by
Theorem 3.7 and x gB Qr" For the following
vector subspace Dri(6) of , we have

p(TX)x gb’g -x ;3 p (aYa-xl Y e Dri(6)}
(Y(-x> _>> y e Dri(6)}.

Dri(6) "= { Y Y satisfies the following
conditions }.

1. If ci and c have the same sign, then Yi Yi
-0.

2. If c c N, then Yo Yi O.
3. Let d a+, d a_, ds b+, d b_, d

(a) Ym|n(l,m),max(l,m) 0
(b) If min(i, j) < l< max(i, j), then

--0.
(c) If min(i, j) < m < max(i, j), then Ym

Ymi-- O.

(d) If < min(i, j), then Y O.
(e) If m < min(i, j), then Ymi-- O.
(f) If max(i, j) < l, then Y O.
(g) If max (i, j) < m, then Yim O.
(h) If max(i, j) < min(s, t), then Yt Ys O.
(i) If min (i, j) < min (s, t) < max (i, j) <

max(s, t), then Yt Ys O, Yti- Ys O.
(j) If min (i, j) < min (s, t) < max (s, t) <

max(i, j), then Yit Yti Ys Ys O.
Corollary 4.2. The image of the moment map

[.( -1.TX) zs the K-orbzt of a" Dri (). a .e.,

p(TX) (k" Y[ k K, Y Dri().a-1).
Remark 4.3. For a representative g()of

Qr given in Theorem 3.7, we have
Dri() (a-lya[ y g()5+/-g()-i p)

{r<a<l) o(,)>IY g(6)b’g(6) -1 fD p}.
5. Signed Young diagrams. In this section

we give tables of signed Young diagrams for
clans of U(2,1) and U(2,2) by way of examples.
A signed Young diagram is a Young diagram in
which every box is labelled with a A- or sign
in such a way that signs alternate across rows
and they need not alternate down columns. Two
signed Young diagrams are regarded as equal if
and only if one can be obtained from the other by
interchanging rows of equal length. For GR
U(p, q), nilpotent K-orbits in p are parametrized
by signed Young diagram which has p boxes
labeled -+- and q boxes labeled (see [2]).

An element A of p satisfies AV+ V_, AV_

V+.
Definition 5.1. The signed Young diagram

of a nilpotent K-orbit is defined as follows. We
remark that a signed Young diagram is deter-
mined by number of boxes labeled -4- and num-
ber of boxes labeled of each column.

For an element A of an orbit, the signed
Young diagram of the orbit satisfies the following

conditions.
# {(s, j) (s, j)-box is labeled with A-
sign and j < i} dim(ker(A Iv+))

and
# ((s, j) (s, j)-box is labeled with
sign and j i) dim(ker(A Iv-))

for all 1< i<n.
Proposition 5.2. Under the conditions

Theorem 3.7, we put

V tTv+ (ea(1) ea(n))-1V+
<ea_l(1),...,

V’_ ttTV_ (ea<l) e<.))-lV_
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(ea-l(,+l)
Then, we have

dim(ker(Y Iv;)) dim(ker(Ai Iv/)) and
dim(ker(Y Iv_)) dim(ker(A I_))

for a generic element Y Dri(8) and a generic ele-
me.t A p(T2rX)x.

Example 5.3.

A case of
GR U(2,1).

Clan

+-+

++--

+11

--++

11+

1+1

Signed
Young
diagram

A case of GR U(2,2).

Clan

+ +
+--11

11--+

+11--

1 + 1

+1--1

1+--1

1122

1212

Signed Young
diagram

Clan

--++--
--+11

11+--

--11+

Signed Young
diagram

-+1
1 1 +
--1+1

1 --+ 1

1221

The associated variety of the representation for a

clan contains the nilpotent orbit for the signed
Young diagram.

Ill

I21

I31

I41
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